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Summary

1
 The Hard Way To Learn A 
Lesson 

Stephaniiie T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

13,415  C 69 4,109
AU/AH Bad boy Edward needs to be taught a lesson. So his teachers come up 
with a plan- ‘marry’ him to the best behaved girl in school! How will his ego 
survive spending ‘eternity’ with Bella Swan! Little OOC. NOW COMPLETE!

2  Stop, Drop and Roll Bronzehairedgirl620 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

13,179  C 44 7,486

AU/AH: Bella Swan, an English Lit student, meets firefighter Edward Masen 
after a fire destroys her apartment. She is soon thrown into his haunting past, 
but can she relieve him of the memories or will he continue to push her away? 
BxE. Complete

3  Bella Hale JulesSC T 
 Family / 
Humor 

11,221 WIP 47 8,059

Six year old Isabella Swan was orphaned after a car crash took her parents 
away, and Edward and the Cullens find her. Alice decides to keep her, and 
Edward tries to protect her. Family drama and hilarity ensues as Bella grows 
up and ExB happens.

4  A Child of the Night l'heure bleue T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

9,220  C 57 3,487

”I'm like a Vampire,” she murmured. ”Because, in mere seconds, the sun could 
kill me.” - Bella Swan is a girl living her life in fear of the light. Edward Cullen 
is simply a normal boy. They're worlds apart, but... ”You're my sun, Edward.” 
– ExB ALL HUMAN

5
 An Introduction to Swirl and 
Daisy 

m81170 T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

6,137 WIP 16 4,230
A first kiss, a first dance, a first curse word shared between best friends. This 
is the tale of a boring young geek and the social pariah who thought the world 
of him. A tale of growing up. A tale of a Non-Romantic Romance.

6  Innocent, Vigilant, Ordinary Oxymoronic8 T 
 Angst / 
Romance 

5,228 WIP 35 5,178

AU where Bella spent the first two years of her life in Forks slowly falling for 
Jacob. As her senior year begins, a new family moves to town and she begins 
to question the difference between what she thought she needed and what she 
never knew she wanted.

7  Sacrifices Enthralled T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

5,216 WIP 56 5,418
When Edward left Bella, he did so in the hopes that she would have a happy, 
human life. What would happen if she did just that, but it turned out that 
things didn't go as either of them planned? Edward & Bella AU

8  Seducing Ms Swan DQRC T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

5,187 WIP 21 6,468

AU Post-NM. Teacher!Bella, Student!Edward; a struggle of wills, an attempt at 
seduction, a dark secret, a dash of UST, a gallon of attitude, antagonistic 
motorcycling, a hell of a lot of angst and one unforgettable scene in a snow 
storm.

9  When We Were Young Fall Down Again Bella T  Romance 5,037  C 46 2,883
Edward and Bella have been friends since they were toddlers. When they grow 
older, will their friendship become something more? Stories from when they 
were little, through teen and adult years. Modern day. T for later chapters.

10  Changing the Future DeydreamBeliever T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

4,857  C 70 3,222

Just before Bella comes to Forks, both she and Edward receive a package of 4 
books from S Meyer. The words disappear once read. Their lives change now 
they know SM's version of the future. Can they do better this time, learn from 
the books? Cul.Vmp/B Hm
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11  The Foreign Hottie humiex3 T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

4,610 WIP 20 2,336

Edward Cullen is a foreign exchange student from London who comes to live 
with the Swans for a whole year. Bella Swan couldn’t be anymore upset over 
the fact that a boy has to share a room with her. Could her feelings toward 
him ever change? OOC.

12  My Best Friends Kid 5t4c3y T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

4,108 WIP 43 3,148

Edward Cullen and Bella Swan are best friends. They’ve went through 
everything together. Divorcing Parents, Psychotic teachers, Bitter Break-ups, 
and now something that neither ever thought would happen...Parent hood! Full 
Summary Inside ExB

13  Through Your Eyes Megsly T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

3,992  C 57 3,924
Bella is completely blind, but has a very unique method of getting around her 
disability. Upon moving to Forks she realizes that she's not the only student in 
Forks High with a secret. COMPLETED BUT UNDERGOING REVISIONS finally

14  Blue Moon Over Manka's Cullenista T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

3,966 WIP 39 6,169

Edward whisks Bella off to Manka's Inverness Lodge for a romantic weekend. 
She’s insecure, he has doubts and they finally deal with all their issues 
honestly, including Jacob. Winner of the Danger Magnet Award at the Denali 
Coven and four TwilightAwards.

15  Raising Bella CellaCullen T 
 Family / 
Supernatural 

3,895  C 31 3,882

Rose and Em make a huge choice to separate from their family in order to 
raise an orphaned child. 14 years later, what will happen when the two 
families cross paths in the small town of Forks Washington? *Family Story* 
EXB, AU, Slightly OOC, Multi POVs

16  Reassigned Identity Mk Marie T 
 Drama / 
Romance 

3,749  C 33 3,792

Bella Swan:Anti-marriage, bad dating record. Edward Cullen:CIA Agent with a 
dark past. After witnessing something traumatic Bella is put under witness 
protection where she must pose as "Agent Cullen's" wife. What could go 
wrong? Now that you've asked..

17  A Million More Mistakes Stephaniiie T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

3,682  C 40 3,258

AU/AH Bella is pregnant with her BFFs brother, Edward. Scared, she moves 
away but, 5 years later, Edward shows up. As Bella falls for him again, she 
realises that she has to tell him everything... until he introduces his fiancee... 
NOW COMPLETE

18  Never Too Late l'heure bleue T 
 Drama / 
Romance 

3,550  C 28 2,736

—”My Miracle, My Angel” Sequel!— As Edward readies his baseball bat and 
Bella prepares ”the talk”, Arianna braves her first year of high school. Life isn't 
easy as a half-vampire teenager, though ... especially when you're in love with 
a Vampire Hunter.

19  Red Oxygen.and.Cucumber T 
 Drama / 
Romance 

3,499  C 41 1,666
Bella hated Edward, and Edward hated Bella. Or so she thought. Forced to 
work with him for the money, there’s no escaping his anger, his resentment, 
and... his love. AH/AU

20
 The Tales of a Charming 
TruckNapper 

Mk Marie T 
 Humor / 
Romance 

3,438 WIP 27 4,053

Edward makes one memorable first impression! “Stop listening to my music, 
get off my cell phone, and bring back my truck!” I seethed. “Now!” Are first 
impressions really the most important? Let's hope not. AU-HUMAN. OOC. All 
canon couples.

21  My Miracle, My Angel l'heure bleue T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

3,283  C 35 2,868

My name is Bella Swan, and I'm pregnant. My fiancé is overprotective, and 
won't even let me walk up the stairs alone. So what could possibly go wrong? 
Mood swings, cravings and name games, to name a few. — WINNER of 4 
Twilight Awards! WRITTEN BEFORE BD!

22  A Vision Stained with Red XDCaramel T 
 Romance / 
Sci-Fi

3,168 WIP 20 4,764

Ever since I was born I saw these numbers and visions. They told me when 
and how a person would die. It was a normalcy to see these things above 
people's heads. Until I met them. They didn't have numbers. For them... I 
couldn't see anything. ExB
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23  I Love To Hate You An End Has A Start T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

3,143  C 45 2,653
He loves her. She hates him. He’s trying to win her over but in the screwed up 
world that is highschool things are never that simple. ExB All Human.

24  Shields of Power thunderful T 
 Romance / 
Supernatural 

2,992 WIP 38 3,285
What if Bella already knew about vampires before she came to Forks, what if 
she’d already met the Volturi, but wasn’t allowed to tell anyone? And most 
importantly, what if she had her own gift?

25  Loving Arrangements Zoelis9 T 2,749  C 27 2,861
Sequel to Living Arrangements. About the new challanges Bella and Edward 
will face now that they have everything they have ever wanted.

26  Dorm Dilemma bitemeplease235 T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

2,713 WIP 25 1,435
All Human. What happens when Bella goes off to college to find that she has to 
share a dorm with a guy? And that guy happens to be Edward Cullen? And she 
finds a deep attraction instantly? Hmmm...

27  Guarding It All Cherette T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

2,671 WIP 44 4,339

Five years after Edward left, Bella finds herself in the hands of the Volturi. The 
thing is, she is still human. When the Cullens visit Volterra, how will they react 
to finding Bella working for the Volturi? Will she accept them back into her life? 
ExB

28  Pink Fluffy Pencil Case CrystalBrooke T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

2,561  C 20 2,681

AH. No one talks to Edward Cullen. He's the weird emo kid with the sexy hair 
and black skinny jeans. He denies he wears guyliner, but he totally does. Bella 
is the new girl, and doesn't get why he hates her. Never judge a person by 
their pencil case...

29  Your Guardian Angel Oxygen.and.Cucumber T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

2,485  C 53 1,656
Gang member Bella Swan is stuck in an abusive relationship with no way out. 
She thinks nothing will change, until she meets Edward Cullen. AH/AU.

30
 Cullen International 
Corporation 

Clear Plastic T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

2,399  C 31 2,251

Sexiest Man Alive. Most Sucessful Entreprenuer of the Decade. Most Eligible 
Bachelor of the Year. All of these titles are owned by the devilishly handsome 
Edward Cullen, and Bella is about to become his assistant. Who knows what 
might happen? ALL HUMAN.

31  Unknown Caller AlwaysMyBella T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

2,393 WIP 13 2,501

Seven year old Bella is home alone and hurts her finger. Having no one to call 
she dials a random number. Enter 8 year old Edward. Ten years of laughs, 
tears and friendship later, can it ever evolve into love? & is Edward closer then 
Bella thinks? AH/AU

32  You Had Me At Hello summerg94 T 
 Romance / 
Tragedy 

2,384 WIP 23 2,727

Bella, an orphan forced to work in a strip club has had many tragedies in her 
past. She soon meets son of wealthy business man, Edward Cullen who is 
interested in buying the place. They instantly connect but can she trust herself 
to ever love again? BxE

33  My Fairytale Ending Miss Fairytale T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

2,384  C 30 1,452

Everyone is obsessed with Edward Cullen, everyone except Bella, the girl he's 
obssesed with. But Jacob's sick of standing in Edward's shadow, and stealing 
the one thing Edward has ever really wanted seems to be just the thing to 
stand in the spotlight.

34  I am Edward Cullen’s Fiancée Selene11 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

2,299  C 40 2,319
“What exactly do you want me to do?" "You would be working as my fiancée." 
“Fiancée? Is this some sort of a joke? Am I on TV? Who would hire someone to 
act as his fiancée?” “Me.”

35  Living Arrangements Zoelis9 T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

2,260  C 36 2,981

AH. After a fire destroys Alice and Bella’s apartment, they are forced to stay at 
Alice’s brother’s place until it can be restored. How will Bella adjust to her new 
living arrangement? And can she ignore her attraction to Edward during her 
stay? E&B.

36  Healing freakyhazeleyes T  Romance 2,253  C 22 3,053
All Human love story between Bella and Edward. Rated T. Forced into therapy, 
a bond is forged between two teenagers trying to deal with their broken 
histories.
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37  Welcome to the Real World Mk Marie T 
 Angst / 
Romance 

2,216  C 62 3,176

Bella and Edward have been friends for years. What happens to their 
relationship when she comes home for a visit, carrying a secret that will 
change everything? How will it affect all the others? All Human, AU. All canon 
pairings.

38  The Thirst for Midnight Sun I'm.Forbidden.Fruit. K+ 
 Romance / 
Fantasy 

2,183 WIP 14 2,906
Did Stephenie Meyer’s partial draft leave you as unsatisfied as me? If so, feel 
free to check out my version of Midnight Sun, starting at Chapter 13.

39  Flabbergasted Phenomenon Bob Bennit T 
 Humor / 
Drama 

2,177  C 36 3,714
“This is the most unique situation I have ever heard of with a human and a 
vampire,” was what Carlisle said, but all I could think was, “I’m going to have 
a baby.”

40  Because I love you FirstWarmSummerBreeze T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

2,139  C 52 3,926

Sequel! Edward and Bella are finally together and try to fit in their new lives. 
What do you live for when you got what you fought for? Lots of old/new faces 
and new dark secrets that might get Bella in danger.Some jealousy, twists, 
romance, and drama! AU

41  Cullen's girl Elmo13 T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

2,135 WIP 52 1,700
I shivered from the longing while she shivered from the cold. It was 
intoxicating. Her hair smelled like raspberries. This was wrong, she was my 
best friend. AH Canon

42  Atlas Shrugged Jeesiechreesie T 
 Angst / 
Romance 

2,101  C 17 5,772
Bella's betrayal with Jacob is the final straw to make Edward stumble. Now she 
has to find the strength to put him back together and face the consequences 
of her actions. Begins after the kiss in the woods with Jacob. Eclipse AU. E/B

43
 Teddybears, Boogeymen and 
Bedtime Stories 

demented bunny T 
 Family / 
Romance 

2,087 WIP 34 1,801
Bella is six years old and is adopted by the cullens but the cullens dont know 
that Edward is hiding something. cullens are vamps bellas human. ExB

44  Daughter of Aro Mrs Cullen for Life T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

2,047  C 52 1,739

Bella is the daughter of Aro. she lives in Volterra with her Dad and uncles, 
Caius and Marcus. Then at a gathering she meets the Cullen's but one in 
particular, Edward. Will love blossom for Edward and Bella under the watchful 
eye of Aro? R & R Please!

45  Love in Affliction Saiyachick T  Romance 2,040  C 16 2,798

-:-1895 England-:-Edward Cullen has always been a ladies man, but after 
seeing his late father's will, he must choose a bride before his eighteenth 
birthday otherwise his betrothal to the heinous Duchess of West Essex will be 
activated.-:-AU-:-

46  The Secret Compartment bellaklutz2010 T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

2,032  C 22 2,225

When Bella decides to move to Forks her mother and Phil give her one last 
gift, a desk from the 1900’s. When Bella finds a secret compartment filled with 
secret letters she finds herself falling in love with a man who no longer exists, 
or does he?

47  Little Pink Envelope Fall Down Again Bella T  Romance 2,020  C 15 2,255
One of those typical, Bella/Edward one-night stand and getting pregnant 
stories, but very original plot! Bella knows Edward's name but he doesn't know 
hers. What happens when they meet up again five years later? All human.

48
 In Six Months I Lost My Mind 
But Found My Heart 

An End Has A Start T  Romance 2,019  C 33 2,786
They’re from two different worlds but are brought together by a school 
exchange program. Three months at his school, three months at hers. They’re 
fighting each other and temptation. All Human. ExB

49  A Sincere Deception xMainstreamEmoBrdlineHardc T 
 Humor / 
Romance 

2,012  C 55 1,987

A/H A/U. Badboy Edward and Hardcore Bella have a love/hate relationship. He 
loves her she 'hates' him. what happens when cupid wont give them a break? 
E/B Em/R J/A rated T for language. truth or dare, band gigs, and bad pick up 
lines! NOW COMPLETE!
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50  Sunrise BlueSea14 T 
 Romance / 
Supernatural 

1,994  C 42 7,999

Twilight in Edward's point of view. Winner of Fanfiction of the Week a long 
while ago, on the Twilight Awards. Revisions: up to Ch7. Complete. JAN. 2010--
addition made to the final author's note! News is also at the bottom of my 
Profile page!

51  Stay Close, Don't Go GOFINS T  Romance 1,993  C 30 3,884
Bella Swan is a 21 yr old college student at the UOW. In the prime of her life 
she's supposed to be enjoying friends, parties & college life. Instead she's 
miserable. She's in love with her roommate, Edward Cullen.

52  Guardian Agent archer24 T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

1,988  C 28 4,367

Bella Swan attends Meyer Academy, a school made for training secret agents. 
Bella's difficult past makes the job easier for her then most. However, Bella's 
barriers come crashing down when she is sent to protect none other then 
Edward Cullen. AH :P

53  Baby Baby! TeamTwilight26 T  Drama 1,980  C 40 2,505

COMPLETE! Bella and Edward get an unexpected surprise but Bella keeps it a 
secret. Will she tell Edward? And If she does tell him what will happen next? 
Really good! I promise you won't be disappointed! AWARD WINNING! OVER 
200,000 hits! READ AND REVIEW!

54  Plus One chels926 T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

1,969  C 28 2,888

In a moment of desperation, Bella Swan asks stranger and struggling musician 
Edward Cullen to be her "plus one" at her high school reunion. Can a fake 
relationship blossom into a real relationship in one weekend, or will her 
demons haunt her? AH Complete.

55
 Moving to 1600 Pennsylvania 
Avenue 

FirstWarmSummerBreeze T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,954  C 50 3,054

A.H. Bella is German and lives in the most famous house in the world for six 
months. Suddenly she belongs to the rich and famous and hates her 
popular/player host brother Edward with a passion.What's the dark secret he is 
hiding? Caution Addictive! B/E

56  BEEP vampirechick123 T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,908  C 27 1,473
Bella punishes Edward with no kisses for a day. Edward tries really hard to get 
her to kiss him. Now put Alice into the equation and you have brilliance ...just 
fluffy fluff R&R

57  Another Chance Twilightx28 T 
 Hurt / 
Comfort / 
Friendship 

1,888  C 61 3,173

Bella's mom played favorites since her sister was born,Bella was 
ignored.Charlie always tried to spend time with Bella to make up for it.Finally 
Charlie had enough and gets a divorce.Bella & Charlie move to New York.Bella 
makes friends & falls in love.BxE

58  Your Eyes Still Shine Freesias And Strawberries T 
 Drama / 
Family 

1,887  C 28 2,911

Edward goes back to his hometown to see his parents and introduces them to 
his fiancée. While staying there, he encounters his high school sweetheart, 
Bella, who is still living there, after so many years. But what is Bella hiding 
from her past love? AH

59  Strictly Business Analgesic Kiss T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,876 WIP 31 3,887

In a world of money, politics, and devilishly good looks, Edward, Jasper, and 
Emmett were on top of it all. That is, until they met their match: Bella, Alice, 
and Rosalie. Now it's the ultimate battle of the sexes for business, power, and 
above all: love.

60  Heartbreak and Harvard vampiregirl143 T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,873  C 56 2,185

AH Edward and Bella have been best friends since birth, but Edward broke her 
heart on her 13th birthday. 5 years later with both of them attending Harvard 
in the fall will Bella find it in her heart to forgive him, or will it be heartbreak 
all over again?

61  The Sapphire Amulet ebtwisty9 T 
 Adventure / 
Romance 

1,818  C 23 3,095
AU: Ship watcher Bella is kidnapped onto a pirate ship where the captain, 
Edward, had sworn to never let a woman except for his family to set foot. Can 
Bella prove her worth? ExB
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62  22 Weeks Later Fall Down Again Bella T 1,816  C 15 2,358

Sequel to "Little Pink Envelope" Everything is going perfect for Edward, Bella 
and Lexie, and with a new baby on the way, family and friends reunited, 
nothing could possibly go wrong. Right...? All human, canon pairings. T for 
safety.

63  The Last Night mskayla T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

1,794  C 47 1,916

All Human. Renee is a druggie that beats Bella. Her dad turns his head 
because he's in love with Renee. It started when she was 14. For 3 yrs she 
thinks she worthless cutting herself. Can the Cullens change her outlook on 
life?

64  Girl of my Dreams JessElyse T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,783  C 31 4,351

Edward Cullen and Jacob Black team up to help each other conquer their 
dream girl. Seems perfect,right? But what happens when Edward realizes his 
dream girl wasn’t out of reach? That she had always been there for him in the 
form of his best friend?

65  Guarding Edward katmom T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,782 WIP 48 4,345

A stalker is trying to get close to 24 y/o HUMAN Edward Masen, a concert 
pianist. He hires Elite Guardians to keep him safe and to find out who is 
hunting him. Bella Cullen is the owner/operator of the company AND she's a 
110 y/o VAMPIRE. AU/Canon couples

66  Facing Our Fears Yami416 T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

1,779  C 39 2,231

Bella is sent to a phobia institute after her parents are brutally murdered in 
their home. When she meets five other teens like her, can they become friends 
and finally overcome their fears? And what? The killer is still out there? AU, 
AH, canon pairings

67  Tapas at Twilight Melolabel T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,776  C 31 4,313

Single mom Bella is frustrated with life.She's lost her job and decides to follow 
her dream of opening her own restaurant. She has a ton of hurdles to 
overcome including her noisy upstairs neighbor.Can she find success and love 
along the way?AH,AU canon

68  Dying for Love sweet16994 T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,776  C 58 2,059

Bella has 6 months to live. She decides to break out of her shell and meets 
Edward, someone who lives for eternity. When he tries to discover her secret, 
he falls in love during the process. Why won't she become a vampire for him? 
ExB vampires included!

69  What Impossible Means Adair7 T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

1,757  C 24 4,604

Bella Swan and Edward Masen have spent their whole lives together and she 
can’t imagine life without him until a tragic car accident on a deserted stretch 
of highway steals him away. Four years later, the ghosts of her past resurface. 
Complete.

70  Searching TwilightMommyof4girls T 
 Romance / 
Adventure 

1,751 WIP 70 3,024

After Bella's 18th birthday, Edward is more protective, until he hurts her 
himself. He leaves, afraid of what he's done. The Cullens race after him. Bella 
alone and unknowingly PREGNANT. Edward is gone. Bella ran away. The 
Cullens are SEARCHING for both.

71  Unexpected Little Things iloveeverythingtwilight T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

1,748  C 40 2,075
What if the gorgeous Edward Cullen doesn't have the strength to stay away 
from Bella? What happens when he bites her on her first day in Forks? And 
what happens when it seems everyone is out to get them? Edward&Bella

72
 Truth or Dare a day with the 
Cullens 

lizzyvamp1901 T 
 Humor / 
Family 

1,724  C 43 810

It all started with a game of Truth or Dare. Now, the Cullens will remember 
that summer for the rest of their eternal lives. WARNING This fanfiction 
includes Edward as a stripper, DETENTION, Jazz being eaten and Bella getting 
arrested... by Charlie.

73  Someone wake me up Dancemydreams T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,705  C 34 1,839
After Bella's tragic 18th birthday party, Edward leaves her for her safety. But, 
what would have happened if he had left more than an agonizing girl behind? 
What if, without knowing, he had left his own baby growing inside of her?
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74  Not Just a One Night Stand LJane T 
 Drama / 
Romance 

1,702 WIP 29 2,652
Definition: A brief sexual encounter lasting only for a single night. Thats all 
Bella expected from man-about-town Edward, but thats not what he wants 
from Bella. OOC. AH. Mild Course Language. Based on Solo

75  All Because of A Reese's Shai Butter T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,701  C 34 1,763

“I will love you forever if you let me have that,” I said suddenly, surprising 
myself. Edward chuckled. “Is that a promise?” he teased...Forget about Alice, 
Edward is Bella's new college roommate. What will happen? Is love in the air? 
Full summary inside!

76  Sleeping with a Monster SavageWoman T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,676  C 42 5,463

Marie Swan Cook lived in fear of her husband James. After escaping and 
assuming a new identity as Bella, will she be able to start over again and learn 
to trust and love another man with the help of her neighbor Edward Masen? 
AH, OOC, BxE, AxJ, EmxR

77  Revenge is Sweeter MyBoyfriendEdwardSparkles T 
 Humor / 
Drama 

1,655 WIP 21 2,092
After a very public break up in the school parking lot that involves Bella 
showing her underwear to the whole school, Edward Cullen and Isabella Swan 
declare war. Remaining friends with the ex? So not an option...

78  My Best Friend, the Player humiex3 T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

1,654  C 12 1,477

Bella Swan is used to seeing her best friend, Edward Masen hook up with a lot 
of girls. She never minds though. What if Edward starts having feelings for 
Bella? Will she fall head over heels too or will she just want to stay friends? 
Very OOC.

79  A Semester in the Smoke chels926 T 
 Romance / 
Adventure 

1,638  C 37 4,559

Bella Swan has just begun her study abroad experience in London, or The 
Smoke, where she will live with the Cullens for 4 months. What will happen 
between Bella & the Cullens's eldest son, Edward? T for language. AH/OOC - a 
more confident Bella. Complete.

80  Mr Loser humiex3 K+ 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,624  C 11 1,646

Edward Cullen has always been the nerdy boy with over sized glasses. He's 
been in love with Bella Swan ever since he first laid eyes on her. When Alice 
decides to give him a makeover, everyone in school seems to notice him, but 
does Bella notice him? OOC

81  Two Can Tango Angelznight3000 T  Romance 1,616 WIP 44 4,596
Bella has gotten herself into another Alice scheme: Tango lessons. She ends 
getting an unlikely partner, Edward, her dance instructor. Read as they cross 
the thin line between student and teacher. R&R All Human, All real Drama

82  Little Bella Ariane1126 T 
 Romance / 
Family 

1,615  C 43 2,344
Bella is four years old when she is found by the Cullens. She grows up with 
them and they soon discover she is special.

83  Diseased Affair EJ Santry T 
 Hurt / 
Comfort / 
Romance 

1,610  C 35 3,006

When Charlie is diagnosed with cancer, Bella decides to move to Forks to help 
him through his treatment and recovery. Will she keep herself isolated in her 
worry, or will she open herself up to the people around her longing to be close 
to her? AH. E/B.

84  Three Kisses Twilighteveread T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,602  C 24 2,259
Bella is dating Jacob and hates the player Edward. Then Edward bets her that 
he can make her fall in love with him after just 3 kisses. All human. Limes. Not 
recommended for Team Jacob. Edward lovers on the other hand... R&R.

85
 I Don't Know You, But I Think 
I Love You 

TwilightSagaLover543 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,601 WIP 16 2,643

Edward is the conceited football quarterback, while Bella is the smart, pretty 
girl. But the thing is - they hate each other. when the school sets up a PEN 
PALS website, and some interesting people get paired up, what will happen? 
BXE
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86  Rose Thorns Lily Turtle T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,599  C 50 2,938

Because sometimes, love hurts. Because it can challenge. Because it can turn 
on itself. Because love is a force and a superpower, and not an option. And 
because it will test Edward and Bella to their utmost limits. Even roses have 
thorns...

87  My Pen Pal Shaps T 
 Friendship / 
Romance 

1,560  C 29 4,912

AU, OOC, All Human. “Dear Bella, My name is Edward Masen. I’m a student at 
Port Angeles High.” Shopaholic Alice hates smart-ass Jasper, Jacob’s a jerk, 
Bella’s taken. Words both break and build relationships – so what will it be? 
BxE, AxJ

88  Return to Me staceygirl aka jackbauer T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,550  C 32 3,889

Based on the movie Return to Me. Bella received an organ transplant and a 
chance at life she never thought she'd have. Edward's world ended when his 
love died unexpectedly, but he's finally ready to live again when he meets a 
strange and amusing waitress.

89
 The Photographer and the 
Actor 

dreamer1901 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,530  C 41 2,528
In Hollywood, nothing is real. But when lies become truth, fake becomes real, 
and reality is twisted upside down. What happens to a fake love story when it 
turns out the only lie in it, was it being fake?

90  I Want You To Want Me The Perisher T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,524 WIP 25 5,663

Mr Popular Edward Cullen, and the freak Isabella Swan, just got dumped by 
their first loves. Now they must work together to make their ex's realize what 
their missing out on. Pretending to fall in love, will they truly develop feelings 
for each other?

91  Forbidden Twilightx28 T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

1,521  C 51 3,615

Bella & Edward meet one night at an event.Their parents are rivals & hate 
eachother,demanding them to stay away from eachother.They secretly 
meet,soon falling in love.They are thrown into a series of events as they fight 
for the love they have.ExB, Human

92  Just A Dream mskayla T 
 Hurt / 
Comfort / 
Romance 

1,519  C 57 1,963

What happens when promises are broken? What happens when things don't 
turn out as planned? Bella Swan meets the love of her life, Edward Masen. Just 
months later he joins the military and is sent to war. When tragedy strikes, are 
promises enough?Hum-Vam

93  Dreams Of Gold Bella-with-the-blue-eyes K+ 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,518  C 40 1,712

Bella is a 16 yr old Olympic gymnast for the USA. Edward Cullen is the all 
around American and World Swimming Champion, and gold medal favorite at 
only 18. Going for the Gold takes on a whole new meaning when these two 
champions meet in an all out competi

94  My Favorite Mistake Zoelis9 T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,486 WIP 20 3,001

AH. Edward and Bella have been best friends for years. And now, they are 
rising to fame, becoming the biggest stars in Hollywood. But what happens 
when one drunken night threatens both their friendship and their reputations? 
Everything will change.

95  Marriage Arrangements YukiYumena T  Romance 1,485  C 43 3,251
Bella loses her parents in a tragic way when she is 15. Her Grandmother takes 
care of her until she decides it's time for Bella to get married. England of the 
beginning of the 18th century. BxE ALL HUMANS

96  Missing Piece of the Puzzle Mayface T 
 Hurt / 
Comfort / 
Romance 

1,474 WIP 34 4,153
What do you do when you're forced into a gang, your mother abandoned you 
and your father doesn't care about you? Cut yourself, that's what Bella does. 
But what happens when teachers make her see a psychologist, Edward Cullen?

97  Planning Perfection An End Has A Start T  Romance 1,462  C 21 2,150

Bella, Maid of Honour, has been paired up with the Best Man, Edward, to help 
plan Alice and Jasper’s wedding. They have never met each other but have to 
create that perfect day. Either sparks will fly or it will be a colossal failure. All 
Human ExB
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98  100 years later Stefy101 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,458  C 39 883

This story happens during New Moon, But the story you know stops when 
Laurent meets Bella in the woods. What would happen if the werewolfs hadn't 
saved Bella? What if she had become a vampire without Edward. Worse: What 
if Edward found out,100 year later

99  I feel like I already know you MyBoyfriendEdwardSparkles T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,441  C 28 1,460

Date night is ALWAYS ruined by Bella and Edward's 'Just Friends' attitude. 
Their friends new policy: hook up or get out. So B and E hit the singles dating 
website to find their "True Love". They may be surprised at who that turns out 
to be....

100  Look Past the Veil of Hate MyLifeIsEdwardCullen T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

1,439 WIP 15 3,546
All Human. Edward and Bella used to be best friends. Now they hate each 
other or so the other thinks . Will they realize what they’re missing out on and 
finally get together? Better than it sounds, give it a try!

101  Witches of Twilight raca T  Romance 1,436  C 31 4,039
What if Bella didn't come to Forks a plain human? Here Bella returns to live 
with her father as an accomplished witch, powerful but only beginning to learn 
her true magic.

102  Remembering Merevaik T 
 Mystery / 
Romance 

1,424 WIP 38 4,357
A girl is found, wounded, from the seashore. She does not remember her past 
and the Cullens decide to help her by giving her a home. Mystery Story. First 
Fanfiction. ExB Canon Pairings AH/AU

103  Stranded staceygirl aka jackbauer T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,418  C 38 3,057

Bella gets stranded in a small town during a record storm. She meets Edward 
whom she is immediately attracted to and befriends, but why is it that 
everyone in the town seems to treat him like some sort of monster? Can she 
help him find peace again?

104  Gold Awakenings Bella-with-the-blue-eyes K+ 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,408 WIP 36 2,029

Sequel to Dreams of Gold. The Olympics are over, but the action just began. E 
&B are back to normal life for two Olympic gold medallists in love. Life is about 
to get interesting when these two move to a town near Seattle Wa. Full 
summary inside.

105  Changing Prejudices IHateCleanBreaks T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,392  C 35 3,188

Bella is the night manager at a luxurious, but small hotel. She is not easily 
impressed by celebrities. Edward is a hotshot movie star who has forgotten 
that the world does not revolve around him. He books a room in her hotel. AH. 
COMPLETE

106  Into Your Arms WakeUpSunshine T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,389  C 57 1,915

AU AH Bella is busy trying to support her and her sixteen year old son. She 
was never expecting her son's father to return to Forks after leaving before 
their child was born. Now she has to face him; tell him the lie she's held for so 
long.ExB

107  The Cullen Brothers acemckean T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,386 WIP 48 3,109

What happens when Bella, Alice and Rose meet the members of a famous 
group, after winning a contest to meet them. Will there be love? Will 
everything work out? Will Bella and Edward get their happy ending? Some 
OOC!Cannon pairings. AU/AH!

108  A Whole New World sarahandkate T 
 Hurt / 
Comfort 

1,386  C 27 5,595

They let me in when no one else wanted me. I was scared of trusting 
before&after I met anyone. I didn't have anything to hold onto anymore. But 
the very first day I met the Cullens, that changed." Excerpt from Ch.25. 
FullSummaryInside. All Human.

109  Enslaved Irish Froggy T  Romance 1,385  C 34 1,659
All human. Edward is bought as a slave for a huge estate, where he meets 
Isabella, also a slave. The trouble is, someone else has their eyes on Bella. T 
for safety. Vamps come in later. Final chapter up.

110  Behind The Images A Cullen Wannabe T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,384  C 36 4,485

After Bella Swan's best friend releases a portrait of her it is purchased an an 
auction by Edward Masen, one of society's elite photographers, who seems to 
have an irresistible draw to Bella. Can Bella accept Edward's attention? 
Originally by xx.Nikteche
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111  Homebound ieflamewriter11 T  Romance 1,376 WIP 35 1,847
Bella is a quiet shy girl that everyone overlooks, that is until the cullens come 
to forks. Will everything change?

112  Everlasting TouchMyGoldenHeart-SMWB T 
 Hurt / 
Comfort / 
Romance 

1,367  C 47 2,396

When Edward leaves Bella he runs to Alaska. What happens when Bella's 
friends decide to take her the same place? And what is wrong with Bella? And 
who's Damien& what's with the riddle? Pure romance. Angst. Mystery. 
Suspense. And HUGE SURPRISES. NO SLASH!

113  Sk8ter Boi vampire-legend T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,349  C 25 2,360

When Teenage Skater legend, Edward Cullen, and his family move to Forks, 
they befriend Rosalie, Jasper, and Bella. How will Edward and Bella's best 
friend relationship fair when they happen to be in love with each other? All-
Human

114  The Girl Next Door yourbrowneyedgirl T 
 Romance / 
Adventure 

1,343 WIP 22 2,496

Childhood sweethearts turned bitter are forced to pose as a married couple. If 
the wrong people find out their marriage is a sham, they'll both be killed. The 
one thing they didn't expect? Falling in love all over again. ExB, All Human, 
Bella POV.

115  Your Guardian Angel Mimi-Love-4ever T 
 Romance / 
Fantasy 

1,341  C 61 4,485
Protect your charges, child, whoever they are. Remember the rules." Seven 
new charges for me to protect, unheard of. From what, is the concerning part. 
Great. ExB, JxA, RxEm, CxE. First fanfic. :D

116  Someone To Save You EmmaEdholm T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

1,338 WIP 27 4,135

AH - One day when Edward is on his way home he finds a girl in an alley, 
covered in newspapers, freezing to death. Without thinking of the 
consequences of his actions he takes her home. What happens when Bella 
wakes up in an unfamiliar place? ExB

117  The Nanny Orchid Child T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,323 WIP 11 3,662

It was a mistake all Bella wanted was directions to NYU but Edward mistakes 
her for the new nanny. Quiting doesn't matter anymore since his kids have 
taken a liking to her and her to them. And it helps when your employer is a 
living Adonis. AU

118  Alone shaunna100 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,321  C 33 2,045

Edward broke all of his limits, and slept with Bella. Now Edward is gone, and 
Bella is pregnant. She thinks she doesn't need Edward, but as the reality of 
having a baby sets in, she quickly realizes that she does need him. But will 
they ever reunite?

119  Wake up call Can't Decode Me T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,312  C 51 1,745

Bella is recovering from Cancer and has just moved to Forks to live with her 
brother Emmett and dad Charlie. Edward is a bad ass. They meet during 
community service. She's a people person and He's not. Can she change him? 
My first fanfic. OOC. R&R

120
 Camp Archstone: Facility for 
Troubled Youth 

Dani Navy T 
 Humor / 
Friendship 

1,309  C 44 3,140
Bella doesn't care that Edward's gone; as long as she gets her high at night, 
and doesn't end up in a ditch by morning, she's golden. But Camp Archstone 
has other plans for her, and that's when Edward comes back. BELLA IS OOC.

121  Don't give up hope XJasperSaysRelaxX K+ 
 Romance / 
Family 

1,296  C 45 2,346

Bella has only ever wanted a child with Edward, but so far, it seems 
impossible. Rosalie finds out shes pregnant but things start to go wrong from 
day one. Edward proposes to Bella, and at their wedding, there's one present 
Edward will never forget... AH

122  I'm Gonna Bite You! ahemyywe150 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,294 WIP 15 4,662

Edward and Bella have known each other since they were little. Before 
freshman year of higschool, Edward moves away. Two years later, Bella moves 
too, and finds Edward at the same school she is going to. Can you say 
clashing? I can.
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123  Forks in All its Glory Silly-Ren T 
 Friendship / 
Romance 

1,289 WIP 21 3,225

Blood was coursing through my body, hot and fast. I felt lured to him in a way 
I couldn't explain but at the same time I knew it was wrong. Love? Please, he 
was my best friend...even after all those years we were separated. Human: 
ExB/EmxR/JxA. Rated T.

124  One Hundred Subtlynice T  Romance 1,287 WIP 92 217
Because simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. A collection of 100 word 
drabbles inspired by Twilight. Any period, any character, any pairing. Canon, 
PG-13.

125  Save Kiss orangekitty160 T 
 Humor / 
Romance 

1,274  C 21 1,935

Bella is starting a new school in the middle of the freshman year, and meets 
her room-mate Alice and her friend Rosalie. she meets one boy, Edward, and 
immediately hates him. but what happens when he challenges her to a kissing 
contest....? all human

126  Change of Heart LuvCullens T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

1,267  C 34 6,160
*COMPLETE* Bella, has spent her life hating and loving Edward Cullen. When 
she returns to Forks after ten years, will she fall for Dr Black, or will Edward 
see he wants her to have a change of heart?

127  Hear No Evil BlueSea14 T 
 Romance / 
Adventure 

1,237  C 25 3,953
After over a hundred years alone, a deaf vampire Bella finds the Cullen family. 
With no memory of her human past, and no way to communicate with the 
world, how can they help her? Canon.

128  The Vampire of the Opera Madame Meg T 
 Romance / 
Adventure 

1,231 WIP 15 3,552

Bella is kind, smart, pretty and living the perfect life. Until Edward Cullen 
comes along and kidnaps her, that is. Edward is cruel, miserable, in love with 
Bella Swan and isn't about to let her go that easily. Re-make of The Phantom 
of the Opera. AU.

129  Blackout MandyLeigh87 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,226  C 36 2,834

All human, Edward and Bella POV. Edward and Bella live in two different 
worlds, even though they live next to each other. Things get complicated when 
Edward, the leather jacket wearing cigarette smoking rebel falls for the girl 
next door.

130  That's What You Get lizabeth602 T 
 Humor / 
Friendship 

1,225  C 54 995

After messing with Mike Newton, Bella and the Cullens move on to bigger and 
better things. How many people are close to insanity after their antics? Rated 
T for language and vulgar comments. Hilarious, so please read! Previously 
titled Pranking Mike.

131  You're Gonna Go Far, Kid AthleticKiwi T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,218  C 40 1,633
Bella Swan is a coveted teen actress in L.A., but when she has had it with life 
in the hills, she moves to Forks, Washington to live with her cousin, Alice. But, 
what happens when she falls for a certain bronze haired boy?

132  Abuse ihatejacob1 K+ 
 Hurt / 
Comfort / 
Romance 

1,212  C 41 1,705

Edward never came back in New Moon,Bella married Jacob and had a 
daughter.He is abusive. What happens when Edward comes back and 
discovers their daughter? How will her existance affect the relationship 
between her and the Cullens? NOT a LizzyxEdward story

133
 An Untitled Continuation of 
the Twilight Saga 

gothicfictionfan T 1,210  C 32 3,423

This story begins almost six years after Bella became a vampire. Renesmee is 
almost an adult and has begun to attend an all-girls private school while the 
rest of her family begins classes at the nearby public school. The story has 
shifting point-of-view.

134  A wish upon a star indjee T  Romance 1,207  C 37 1,739
Edward Cullen is the most popular guy in school. Everyones loves him, except 
Bella Swan. But when they have to do a project together she finds out there's 
more to him than just good looks and arrogance.
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135  My Beloved Window Muff'Nbutter T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,200 WIP 20 3,601

When Bella moves to Forks, she's surprised that there's someone living in the 
house across from hers... and even more so that her window faces directly 
into someone else's! AU, all human BxE all the way... enjoy! Nominated 4 
times at The Twilight Awards!

136  Feel Good Drag JasperSAYSrelax128 T  Humor 1,193  C 23 1,922

Bella is one of the top street racers in Arizona. But when a recent race ends up 
in a police chase, Renee sends her to live with Charlie in Forks. What happens 
happens when she discovers an underground racing site, and meets new 
friends? SUMMARY INSIDE AH

137  A Love Story Fall Down Again Bella T  Romance 1,190  C 15 3,480

AU/All human. Bella and Edward fall in love at first sight, but their love is 
forbidden. Typical story, original plot. Sort of a modern day Romeo and Juliet, 
but more based off of a song. Will they live to see the day they can be 
together? Canon pairings

138  Secrets Don't Keep Friends KTBass T 
 Angst / 
Romance 

1,187  C 21 4,486

AH. Everyone has secrets, and Bella Swan is no different. For months she's 
kept quiet, but the arrival of blunt Edward Cullen forces her to come clean with 
terrifying consequences. Secrets push friends away, but can honesty bring 
them back? Complete.

139  My Notebook Will Explain xiiluvyuhhx T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,180  C 30 2,778

The juniors are given a pen pal project for the summer. Who is this mysterious 
"Insane of Mind" Bella keeps writing to? Who is "Quite Clumsy" Edward is 
falling in love with? What happens when they start pouring their souls out to 
each other? AH, OOC

140  Separate From Myself Obsessed.with.writing T 
 Romance / 
Friendship 

1,169  C 32 1,258

Bella has many different passions. Ballet, Hip-hop, Skateboarding and 
Gymnastics. For each of these she has a different name, Isabella, Issy, Is and 
Isa. How can she react when her lives start to fold in on one another. 
COMPLETE!

141  Love Story Emma9 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,167 WIP 15 5,088

All human. Bella and Edward are best friends & seniors in high school. One 
night they make a very serious mistake. What happens when Bella gets 
pregnant & they become teen parents? Will this baby ruin their lives or bring 
them together?

142  The Pieces of My Life chocolate coffee T 
 Romance / 
Suspense 

1,165  C 40 2,309

ExB Princess Isabella was returning home on a ship after visting relatives 
across the sea when the ship she is on is attacked by pirates. After losing 
everything, she is taken aboard the pirate ship, where she befriends the 
Captain, or more..cont. in stor

143  Forbidden Fruit Taters7 T 
 Romance / 
Hurt / 
Comfort 

1,156  C 25 1,180

Bella Swan mother Died when Bella was just 2 years old. Now living with a 
father that beats her and having a crush or maybe even in love with her 
English teacher Edward Cullen Bella dosnt know what to do, What will her 
teacher do to help her. All human

144  Speechless Foundation of Dreams T  Romance 1,155  C 32 3,140
AH AU. E/B. When Edward meets Bella, she doesn't speak. Will she let him 
help her find her voice? Will he stay after he finds out her biggest secret? 
Complete, with epilogue.

145  Back Across the Pond chels926 T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,154 WIP 15 5,314

Sequel to "A Semester in the Smoke." Can Bella's and Edward's love withstand 
the tests of time & distance? Once Bella moves to London, can she juggle both 
her relationship & her budding career? AH/OOC. Read other story first. Rated T 
for language.

146  In a World of Actors dreamer1901 T 
 Romance / 
Humor 

1,147 WIP 21 3,069
In a world full of lies, nobody can be trusted. When Bella accidentally scores a 
role in The Shadowy Woman, can her and Edward deal with their fake co-
stars? Sequel to Photographer & Actor.
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147  Black Bullet acesnei9hts T 
 Romance / 
Angst 

1,147  C 23 2,295
AU. After the tragic death of her mother, Bella is forced to flee to Forks and 
relatives she never knew she had. Will Edward be able to tear down her walls? 
EXB

148  Opposites Attract Jess620 T 
 Drama / Hurt 
/ Comfort 

1,137 WIP 33 3,088

Two completely different people find themselves stuck sharing a dorm room 
with each other. The player and the sweet girl; what if the player showed her 
his charming, caring side? And what if she showed him her dark past? Darkfic, 
some humor; AH, OOC, ExB.

149  Heartbeats Oxygen.and.Cucumber T 
 Tragedy / 
Romance 

1,137  C 20 1,567

Bella Swan is left in a coma after a fateful plane crash that killed almost every 
single passenger. Her heartbeats are numbered, and she wonders if she'll ever 
see her family again. But is there some else who can make her wake up? 
AH/AU.

150  Love in the force Edward's angst T 
 Romance / 
Drama 

1,132  C 68 871
Edward is a police officer, and one night he gets called to control a concert 
that Bella goes to. Will the riots after the show bring them together? AH. Not 
for Jacob Lovers.
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